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Abstract—Author stance, which echoes authors’ attitudes, personal thought, and feeling within the text, can be revealed through preference of voice construction. This study aims at examining the quantitative data of active and passive voice construction used in the English Department of State University of Malang students’ theses, as well as exploring the implication arising from the issue. The data in this descriptive qualitative study is taken from a corpus of English Department undergraduate theses written in 2011 to 2013. The corpus data and the frequency of both voice constructions of selected Biber’s (2004) stance verbs are calculated using Ant.Conc 3.2.4 corpus software. Findings show that the frequency of active voice construction is higher than that of the passive, as much as 64.8% out of 3901 tokens of the stance verb suggest, expect, show, predict, report, believe, hope, allow are in active voice. The most frequent stance verb in active voice constructions is the verb show, while that in passive voice is the verb expect and the least frequent in both voice constructions is the verb predict. This study suggests that the frequent active voice construction found in Indonesian undergraduate theses resembles English native author’s writing style. This fact may indicate Indonesian student author’s determination to be acknowledged internationally.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Active and passive voice constructions are interchangeably used in academic and non-academic writing for different purposes, for example passive voice constructions is used to execute special discourse functions due to its marked voice (Biber et al., 2003) such as creating distance between writer and the text mostly found in scientific paper (Baratta, 2009). However, numerous studies on passive have been conducted from various spectrums to obtain thorough understanding on both passive and active voice constructions.

Passive voice construction is mainly used in method section to get rid of personal whims and fancies, and thus obtain impersonality and universality of the research (Ahmad, 2012). Ahmad found that 70% of passive was implemented in method of Medical and Natural Science articles; however, the use of active voice construction was higher in other sections. It can be assumed that the style of English native writer is to deploy more passive, while the examination of written discourse production of non-native speaker showed that non-native English writer displayed complications and tendency of avoiding passive voice, though they have undertaken many years of L2 learning and use (Hinkel, 2004; Espinoza, 1997).

On the other spectrum, Baratta (2009) investigated the stance derived from the passive voice as it was an advantageous tool to indicate the writer’s feeling, which underlined the speaker as the subject focus, not as the rear-object. Passive voice to indicate author’s stance is supported by the semantic class of words, that each word conveys different meaning and purpose. Biber (2004) gave new sight on how stance verbs vary from different kinds of genre, including academic writing. He indicated that there was a general shift in cultural norms that speakers and writers were more willing to express stance in recent periods than in earlier historical periods.

Different perspectives of passive voice and marking stance evoke new research focusing on the usage of active voice and passive voice in academic writing to show the author stance. This research is interested in scrutinizing active and passive voice construction used in the English Department of State University of Malang students’ theses. The core proposals are to find what makes it different to express ideas in active or passive construction, and the implications of using the two constructions for academic writing. In researching such phenomena, corpus-based study is conducted to enable the researcher to create generalization and convincing conclusions upon the phenomena (Baker, 2006). Corpus
based study allows data restriction on the selected data only and the patterns and trends will be shown thoroughly. The result also contributes to the improvement of the teaching of writing, and it can be regarded as a new encouragement for students to express their ideas in active or passive interchangeably.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Stance Verb and Semantic Classification

Referring to Biber (2004), it is important to consider the grammatical system to analyze the authorial stance: (semi)modals, adverbials, and complement clause construction. Those specific grammatical devices are distinguished and specified into semantic domains. However, due to the focus of the present study on active and passive voice construction, the verb element control is the most appropriate, followed by that-complement clause and to-complement clause. Table 2.1 shows the verb stance of each semantic class by Biber (2004):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stance Verb (Biber, 2004)</th>
<th>Non-factive/communication</th>
<th>Imply, report, suggest, etc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitudinal</td>
<td>Anticipate, expect, prefer, etc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factive</td>
<td>Demonstrate, realize, show, etc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likehood</td>
<td>Appear, Hypothesize, Predict, etc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stance Verb (Biber, 2004)</th>
<th>Speech act</th>
<th>Urge, Advise, Convince, etc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mental/cognition</td>
<td>Believe, Learn, Pretend, etc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire/intent/decision</td>
<td>Aim, Hope, Decide, etc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modality/cause/effort</td>
<td>Allow, Leave, Order, etc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likehood</td>
<td>Happen, Seem, Appear, etc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Voice Construction and Academic Writing

Passive voice construction can be useful to write descriptive passages as well as give instructions. In contrast to passive construction, using active voice will background the process or the description, the focus of stage is lost and the emphasis shifts to the agent (Swales & Feak, 2008). Nevertheless, Beason and Lester (2003) argue that passive voice can lead to a dull style because it does not stress action and hides the agent doing an action. Tendency to show politeness through employing passive construction may occur, yet providing reason might be necessary. However, when the doer of the action is unimportant or unknown, the passive voice is appropriate.

In general, instructional detail of using specific voice is not properly addressed in certain degree. This may become the result of the traditional separation of teaching grammar and teaching writing (Hinkel, 2004). The teaching of grammar covers the use of tenses and voices without relating those to the academic writing, while, in writing instruction, the use of voice varies depending on the purpose of the author stance.

It is important to note recent change in English native speaker’s academic writing style, in which writers are encouraged to use more active voice rather than passive. Regardless the debate over improper use of active voice, we can underline the change in the teaching of writing (i.e. Hartley, 2008; Smith, 2008; and Norris, 2013)....

C. Voice Construction and Authorial Voice

Academic writing is regarded as a tool to communicate authors’ critical thinking and projecting the content. Moreover, it becomes a useful tool to gain credibility by showing an identity invested with individual authority, displaying confidence in the judgment to their ideas (Hyland, 2002b). One of the ways writers can embody themselves in readers’ consciousness is through pointing out the use of I to show the author’s credibility, commitment to the words presented, and as well as to engage with the readers (Hyland, 2002a).

Taking into account of the authorial voice construction, it can be drawn that employing author pronoun means conveying active voice construction within the sentence. In other words, the debate over authorial voice, whether or not to project the author in the text and engage with readers, will be in the same light as choosing active or passive construction. The choice is seen as a depiction on how authors take stance.

D. Types of Passive Voice Construction

Active construction is the most common, while passive is less common and used for special discourse functions; the passive reduces the importance of the agent of the action and fulfill other discourse function (Biber, et al., 2003). There are several forms of passive, mostly are constructed in form of the auxiliary be and an –ed participle. However, passive can also be formed with auxiliary get, which is called the get-passive.

Passive construction occurs either as short passive or long passive. Long passive contain a by-phrase which specifies the agent of the action, however there are also exception to the use of by to govern the agentive phrase, i.e the room was permeated with gas and he is known to me (Coetzez, 1980). In principle, the long passive can be replaced by an active clause with the same meaning, yet it will be less appropriate than the passive voice (Biber et al., 2003). Biber et al.’s (2003) principals for choosing long passives in writing include: (1) the information-flow, in which preference for presenting new information at the end of a clause; (2) end-weight, in this case the agent does not hold up the processing...
of the rest of the clause; and (3) the long passive place initial emphasis on an element of the clause, which is the topic or theme. In other words, long passive construction allows the object agent to have less attention from the readers and somehow lack of responsibility.

Meanwhile, short passive is when the agent is not specified. According to Biber, et al. (2003), the short passive is a useful device in academic writing because it gives the status of topic to the direct object of the corresponding active clause. The sense of objective detachment also appears by employing the non-agentive passive. However, the short passive should not be applied when the agent is actually present, as Coetzee (1980) believed that short passive should not be thought of as derived from the long; short passive should be treated as agentless sentences. What is interesting about this agent device, according to Coetzee, was that it operated as though the derivation of the short passive were via agent deletion from the long passive. It creates such understanding that this kind of process allows the readers, as well as the author, to hide and rediscover the hidden agent. Hence, this agentless passive particularly occurs more frequently in serious scientific writing than in any other genre (Coetzee, 1980).

E. Language Typology and Culture

Passive in the context of language typology will be the distinction between topic-prominent language and subject prominent language (Li & Thompson, 1976). The basic organization of topic-prominent language is the terms of topic and comment; while that of subject-prominent language is the subject and predicate. East Asian language belongs to topic-prominent language and Indo-European language belongs to subject-prominent language. In relation to passive voice construction, it is common to find passive construction in subject-prominent language; while, in topic-prominent language, the passive construction only serve small portion or even not at all. Li and Thompson (1976) argue that this is because topic-prominent language allows the noun phrase as the topic sentence without changing the form of verb. In other words, the sentence sounds passive while the verb construction does not show change of passive, as in subject-prominent language the verb undergo a change in format.

These separate typologies contribute to the different rhetoric style of both languages, because topic-prominent language focuses on the topic, while subject-prominent language focuses on the relationship between subject and the predicate. The difference and the impact it arises were analyzed by Basthomi (2006). The study investigated introductory section of research articles written by Indonesian authors, and the study suggested that Indonesian authors have weak bargaining power due to their failure to accomplish several expectations of international editors or reviewers. Considerably, the L1 of the international editors are English, which is subject-prominent; hence, problematic issues variously occur.

Cultural expectation around academic discourse, different rhetoric, and approach to authority which non-native English speaker do not possess, then becomes the main concern (Starfield, 2007). Basthomi (2006) also mentioned that Indonesian writers of English had no problem with mastering linguistic code in English like phonological, morphological, lexical, and syntactic features of level; yet, acquisition of cultural properties, including rhetorical conventions are still hard to attain.

III. THE CORPUS: C-SMILE

C-SMILE (Corpus of State University of Malang Indonesian Learners’ English) is a collection of 124 undergraduate theses from English Department (and the number is accumulating along the submission of the theses) totaling around 1,587,059 words. It epitomizes academic writing of theses from English pedagogy, English linguistics, and English literature across years starting from 2011 to 2013. C-SMILE encapsulates various methods of research like qualitative research, quantitative research, classroom action research, research and development, and mixed research methods. However, the distribution of each method is not equal in every year and discipline. Moreover, each thesis may comprise different number of chapters; while one thesis can consist of five or six chapters, others can contain only four chapters. These various distributions provide us with access to the desired area of the corpus and thus help us to be more focused.

The corpus data were collected from the library of the Faculty of Letters, State University of Malang, Indonesia, in view of the criteria set as follows. First, the data should be in the form of undergraduate theses. Second, the data are written in English. Third, the data are produced by Indonesian writers. The data satisfying the criteria were accessed in the form of soft files of pdf and/or doc. files. For the purpose of analysis, we relied on AntConc 3.2.4w (Windows) 2011 version as a tool to work on the concordance properties.

As a corpus-based project, the present study, by nature, is inductive which is aligned to qualitative design (Litosselitti, 2010). However, the present research also implements a quantitative method, like frequency information on the occurrences of particular linguistic phenomena. As such, as a corpus study, this study amalgamates both quantitative and qualitative methods.

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

A. Findings

Concerning the first proposal to decode the different use of active and passive voice construction, the distribution of frequency of active and passive voice are presented in Table 4.1 below.
Active voice constructions occur more frequent than passive voice construction, as it appears 64.8% and 35.2%, respectively. The total word tokens of the eight stance verbs: show, suggest, believe, allow, expect, hope, report, predict, in both constructions are 3901 tokens comprising 2526 tokens of active voice construction and 1375 tokens of passive voice construction.

**Show**

The verb *show*, semantic class of factive or certainty, hints 2039 times from the total 3901 tokens in active and passive voice construction. Active voice construction of *show* is applied in the form of present tense, past tense, and present perfect. Excerpt (1) below illustrate examples of active voice construction of *show*:

Excerpt (1)

(a) rs analysis from the second re-administration shows that 38% of the multiple-choice items have inadequate role-play cards. (AE-2013-edu.txt)

(b) Then, the researcher tried to show the idea and design of the role-play cards. She a (BN-2013-edu.txt)

(c) changed the material. Figure 3.7 in the left side shows the artificial bills before the validation which (EM-2013-edu.txt)

(d) (ing a Recount Paragraph. The result of the study showed that the use of Mr. Bean videos through writing (K-2011-edu.txt)

(e) In the first meeting of cycle 1, it was showed that the class was still in poor situation (SIC) (HM-2011-edu.txt)

Data number (1a) and (1b) are the type of occurrence that dominates in data corpus. Data number (1c) gives impression that the word *show* functions as lexical to point out or give explanation about something. In this example, it functions to point out that *Figure 3.7* (data 1c) has artificial bills before the validation. Data number (1d) is written in the past tense form which is mostly found in Data Findings because the form is generally used to report event that has been conducted by the researcher. Sentence in data number (1e) is an example of grammatical error in which meaning is understood as active voice construction. The first error is that in passive voice construction, the verb must be written in perfect form, which is *shown*; instead of *showed*. The second error is that the meaning of the sentence will be correct when it is written in active voice construction by eliminating the modality was. Hence, this data is put into occurrence of active voice construction.

In this study the verb *show* always dominates the lexical choice, particularly in findings and discussion sections. Appearing in as many as 1600 active voice occurrences from 3901 tokens, the verb *show* frequently functions as lexical item to explain or prove fact and information, defining the truth and existence of something. As its main function is to explain and prove facts, the subject and object focus is considerably prominent. The active voice construction allows the revealing of the subject to the reader, hence it helps the reader absorb the explanation on particular subject’s action of informing some findings, directly to the main idea. Maintaining stance verb *show* in active voice construction creates directness impression to the reader and it help the reader to follow the author’s thought.

Meanwhile, the use of passive voice construction of verb stance *show* is mainly maintained to aid in textual cohesion (Baratta, 2009). As it is purposely aid in textual cohesion, the subject being explained is located backward, for instance excerpt number (2a): “… from the observation, it was shown that the students could actively…” This sentence can be paraphrased into direct and concise explanation by constructing it into active voice: “… the observation shows that the students could actively…” By constructing active voice, the readers do not spend more time to decode the impersonal subject it, which refer to the previous statement; thus the key idea is easily captured. What is written in the first order or what becomes a subject is deemed important than that in the object position. The flow of information focuses first to the subject position, and it is a fruitful method to maintain the directness attitude.

Excerpt (2)

(a) because, from the observation checklist, it was shown that the students could actively participate in t (NP-2013-edu.txt)

(b) When the play fails, the displeasure is clearly shown in their expressions, whereas in the book they on (FA-2012-lit.txt)

(c) ng the quality maxim in English baby milk slogans shown on Indonesian TV advertisements. Then, the research (SC-2013-lit.txt)
(d) help students in creating some conversations, as shown in Picture 3.1 Picture 3.1 Example of Writing Act (AW-2013-edu.txt)
(e) a dictionary. Second, the expressions which are showed in movies, are various and easy to understand. S (SIC) (AS-2013-edu.txt)

Predict
It hints only 50 times from the total 3901 tokens, both in active and passive voice construction. The verb predict is the last dominating verb in that complement clause classification; appear for 50 times from 3243 tokens. It is the last dominating verb from over all active and passive voice constructions.

Excerpt (3)
(a) the questionnaire and interview. The researcher predicted that collecting data would take 2 weeks. Yet, ti (CS-2013-edu.txt)
(b) difficult word, he does not stop reading. He only predicts the meaning through the context given. He does no (AS-2013-edu.txt)

Data number (3a) show the author standpoint, while in data number (3b) verb predict is applied in the context of describing or explaining a particular event in the study.

Passive voice construction of predict is applied in the form of present tense and past tense. It covers only 13 occurrences out of the total number of 50 predict occurrences. Excerpt (4) below shows examples of passive voice construction of expect:

Excerpt (4)
(a) ted in the activity of pair or group work. It is predicted that when the students share their opinion or id (AD-2013-edu.txt)
(b) diction. Dependent variable is the variable being predicted (Sprinthall, 1994 : 25). In th (RS-2012-edu.txt)

Data number (4a) shows that the predication is stated by the author, while data number (4b) is stated by an expert, indicating a quotation done by the author.

The other unique finding is the verb stance predict, which occur the least for both active and passive voice construction. The active voice construction hints 37 times and the passive voice construction hints 13 times. The stance verb predict characterizes semantic features of like-hood. For academic research, showing like-hood is not appropriate even though some predictions are possibly to take place in particular section of the paper. In C-SMILE corpus, stance verb predict stated by the author is low. It usually appears in the description of the research process, statement, or as part of discussion without being necessarily stated by the author.

Expect
Passive voice construction of expect is applied in the form of present tense and past tense. It covers 555 hints out of the total number of 645 expect tokens, or as high as 86% of data corpus of expect. Examples of passive voice construction of expect are given below:

Excerpt (5)
(a) 1.4 Significance of the Study This study was expected to have beneficial contribution for the English (AI-2012-Education.txt)
(b) he inclusion program of elementary schools. It is expected that the product can be used as one of the altern (AR-2012-Edu.txt)
(c) iency. By knowing the result of this study, it is expected that the book publisher and writer would receive (DNR-2012-Edu.txt)
(d) alang. Through this media, the learners were expected to master the reading skill. Acquiring descry (GL-2013-edu.txt)

Looking at the high gap between the active and passive voice construction; it is clear that verb expect is mostly applied in passive form. The dominance of the occurrences also portray the author’s standpoint toward the result of the study, students, teacher, including the material. Data number (5a), (5b), (5c), and (5d), shows the expectation toward the study, which is always found in the chapter of significance of the study, toward the material, result of the study, and the students respectively.

The active voice construction only occurs 99 times, while the passive voice construction occurs 555 times. The authors’ preferences to express expectation in passive voice construction is then the authorial stance. The passive voice construction of verb stance expect is frequently non-agentive passive. Whereas, the subject doer of such expectation, varies from teacher, advisor, students, research object, and the author themselves. The deletion of subject doer creates irresponsible hopes; consequently it allows the author to take blame on unnamed agent and the readers do not obtain thorough understanding. Even if the object-focus is deemed necessary for many authors, yet agentless passive is incapable of revealing people’s expectations toward the study. Despite the demand for upholding research objectivity, giving credits to the people involved in the research does not diminish its objectivity. Furthermore, the use of passive voice construction of expect is typical of Indonesian writing.

The frequent occurrence of active voice construction has similarity with Ahmad (2012) that in several parts of Medical and Natural Science research articles cover high frequency of active voice construction. Introduction and discussion section of Medical and Natural Science research articles have higher active voice construction; while in
method and result have higher passive voice construction. However, the difference is that in this corpus based study the total of active voice construction (64.8%) is higher than that of passive voice construction, while the active voice in Ahmad’s study covers only 30%, less than the passive voice construction. The field of study possibly caused the difference of this occurrence. Method and result sections of Medical and Natural Science research articles contribute significant and crucial information about scientific processes. The core of the articles is the method in which section must be impersonalized, so different doers still produce the same result and conclusion. Moreover, the language of scientific research does not accumulate implications (Ahmad, 2012).

However, Ahmad’s study also showed that active voice construction appeared high in the sections other than method and result sections. It indicates that to deliver idea, in which focus is not the process, active voice is frequently used. In academic text like thesis writing, the focus of the study is not only on the method and result, but also discussion, introduction, and literature review. Hence, the language use is also different from scientific language, which allows interpretations, emotional association (Ahmad, 2012), and more strategies to engage with the readers (Hyland, 2005).

Despite the low frequency of passive voice construction in this study, the passive voice is fruitful in maintaining explanation about process, giving instruction and description. The focus of the stage becomes the emphasis rather than the doer, and the process or the description will be foreground (Swales & Feak, 2008). This is supported by great number of passive voice construction in research method and findings section in this study. However, it is not in the same light as Swales and Feak (2008) when the author comes to expressing ideas and projecting judgments. Active voice construction is more appropriate because the emphasis is not a process, but rather the action. Passive voice construction can hide or delete the doer of the action and the focus is not the action anymore; thus, it can lead to a dull style of writing (Beason & Lester, 2003). The use of passive voice construction should not be over generalized and applied in almost all sections, though objectivity is deemed to be important. The dominating number of active voice construction becomes the evidence in this study, and also the study by Ahmad (2012).

B. Discussion

The high frequency of active voice construction found in undergraduate students’ theses implies that the style of EFL students, to some extent, have resembled that of English native writer, mainly in academic writing, as they apply more active voice construction (see Ahmad, 2012). Interpretative reasons for EFL students show resemblance of English native writer include: 1) whether EFL students are simply following what they have been taught by teachers both in Indonesian and English settings, be it preference for active or passive voice construction; or 2) EFL students prefer the easiest way to express their idea and engage the reader with arguments, thus the authors, the EFL students, become acknowledgeable.

The first interpretation is that EFL students are simply following what they have been taught, although there is a mixture between knowledge EFL students have been taught by teachers, particularly in Indonesian setting, and exposures of English academic writing by teachers and lecturers, particularly from international journals. The fusion of the background knowledge and the exposure is best represented by the high number of passive stance verb expect, which actually is rather typical of Indonesian rhetoric style.

The L1 of the students is Indonesian, a language which falls under topic-prominent language category. Its construction of grammar relation focuses on the topic-comment rather than on the subject-predicate relation (Li & Thompson, 1976). Due to the free positioning of noun phrase as topic sentence without changing the form of the verb, in topic-prominent language (Coetzee, 1980), the confusion of constructing passive then may occur as EFL students must construct passive voice in language which typology is subject-prominent.

On the other hand, EFL students are exposed to language that focuses on subject-predicate grammar relation. Thus with such topic-prominent language typology, it becomes problematic when students produce sentences expressing information, ideas, and knowledge. Consequently, the mixing Indonesian rhetoric style in English setting occurs as a high number of passive verb stance expect dominates the passive voice construction. In a wider context, Indonesian authors subconsciously write English prose seasoned with Indonesian language flavor. It is then supporting the Basthomi (2006) findings, in which he claimed that Indonesian research article still hold the Indonesian flavor of rhetoric. With the implementation of widely range of agentless passive voice, it is apparent that Indonesian style of rhetoric is rather indirect (Basthomi, 2006).

Another effect of this problematic decision making in expressing ideas, is that some passive voice constructions mainly function as tools to maintain cohesion rather than showing stance. Baratta (2009) suggests that passive voice can also aid in textual cohesion, and projecting author stance. In his study, however, the data was taken from three essays written by three undergraduate students that compromise aspect of their language and literacy learning. Their essays successfully reflected the author’s stance through the passive voice construction. It was due to the emphasis of author background information by placing the object into subject position. Again, this is topicalization which emphasizes the author’s information, and thus, very effective to reveal the author stance. What becomes the concern now is that this topicalization is somehow effective depending on the text type, though it may be the same academic writing topic. Therefore, the passive stance is quite erratic in this study; and consequently, the use of passive voice construction is mainly successful to maintain cohesion of the text.

The second interpretation is that students prefer the easiest way to express their idea and engage the reader with their arguments that enable the author to be acknowledged. Implementing active voice construction to assert claim and take a
definite position seems approachable because it does not require regular or irregular verb form. Acquiring irregular verb comes in later stage in acquisition order, and also performing regular verb is the most difficult for L2 learners (Ellis, 1997). The use of active voice construction ranges variously from introduction section, literature review, and discussion section. Furthermore, these sections become the primary section where students dominantly express their idea, show judgment, and lead the readers into interpretation. In regards to this purpose, active voice construction is more preferable than passive voice construction. The study by Hinkel (2004) and Espinoza (1997) also suggest that passive voice construction for non-native speaker of English is rather difficult to master even after so many years of learning L2. Advanced non-native speaker students might have difficulty with conventionalized passive voice. They simply chose to avoid using such complex verb phrase construction like passive voice. Moreover, non-native speaker students had difficulty to use passive voice correctly and construct it in appropriate contexts.

The high number of active voice construction found in undergraduate students’ theses that to some extent have resembled that of English native writer, creates such a thought that Indonesian authors possess a desire to gain ‘position’ in international community. It means that Indonesian authors are mainly in determination to maintain desirably writing style to elevate their contribution in academic writing, exclusively in international domain. Gaining position internationally, presumably, can help Indonesian contribute their culture in wider context. One method to gain position, and thus become acknowledgeable by international community is through subscribing to the rhetorical expectations of the representatives of international discourse community (Basthomi, 2006). According to Basthomi (2006), journal editors and reviewer hold the power to judge and choose whose work is worth publishing; hence, submission to the rhetoric of English academic writing comes to be essential.

However, the process of acquiring rhetoric style of English native writer is always the key problem for non-native English writer, particularly Indonesian. The findings suggest that Indonesian authors are found hard to diminish their rhetorical style while working the English academic text. As a result of maintaining cohesion between sentences with the same ideas, the length of sentence composition, then, indicates how Indonesian authors tend to prolong the deliberation; not striking the key point directly. Thus, it affects readers’ engagement toward the text that, later on, also affect the value of author’s stance. Nevertheless, Indonesian author, particularly EFL students, shows determination of upholding the expectation of international academic discourse community. This determination also manifests in the teaching of writing for EFL learners particularly.

The teaching of writing for EFL learners can promote an activity of sensitizing the rhetoric style of English writer and integrate the teaching of grammar with writing to yield a better writing product that enables Indonesian authors, particularly EFL learners, to gain a better position internationally. Surprisingly, writing guidelines for Indonesian have been projecting Anglo-centric textbook style (Basthomi, 2006). Nevertheless, the recent study and Basthomi (2006) suggest that Indonesian authors are still facing problems in building a rhetorical competence allowing them to get their writings easily published internationally.

The order of the high frequency of stance verb show, suggest, expect, and the last order of the least frequent stance verb predict indicate the semantic features of general academic writing, particularly English thesis writing. Stance verb show is resemblance of certainty and factual statement, stance verb suggest is that of communication strategy or non-factive, stance verb expect is that of attitudinal of the author, and stance verb predict is that of like-hood or prediction. The frequency representation of stance verbs applied in the texts explains how the authors project their idea, attitude, and feeling; hence, stance and identity are portrayed. Writer’s lexical, syntactic, and semantic choice within the writing helps construct identity (Ivanic 1994, 1995, 1998 as cited in Baratta, 2009).

The number of verb stance occurring in this study, both in active and passive voice construction, is surprisingly a showcase for the changing trend across registers, particularly in academic prose; while according to Biber (2004) academic prose infrequently uses stance devices. The finding of this study can be a new resource to confirm that academic prose, particularly in education, linguistics, and literature, in recent years has increasingly applied various stance devices. However, a thorough comparison could not be conducted on Biber’s comparison on four registers periodically since 1650 until 1990, as well as to the findings of the study on academic prose, particularly in medical prose. Hence, this study aids only on verifying the increasing use of stance device in academic prose and it indicates that in recent periods authors are more willingly to express stance.

This also implicates that authors today are more open to the reader, in the sense that author engages the readers more persuasively into his/her study. The engagement of author-reader is a result of the author’s effort to project his/her stance, and thus, influence the reader. The engagement is a fruitful tool for authors to make their studies, shared knowledge, as well as influences becomes acknowledgeable and present in the readers’ mind. It is possible due to the struggle of the authors to pull the readers into arguments, force their attention, and guide them into interpretations (Hyland, 2005). Interpretation is a crucial point in academic writing in which circumstance of variation in interpretation among readers, as well as between readers and authors, is possible to occur. Interpretation links with decoding meaning of non-agentive passive voice construction, because intuitions and context comprehension of the readers determine the success of how the idea of the author should be understood. Non-agentive passive voice construction appearing to say nothing, but it hints a great deal as such construction suggest indirect claim to deleted agent (Coetzez, 1980). Thus, it is apparent that the engagement vis-à-vis the author’s work expressing stance is essential to build the mutual understanding.
The high and low frequency of stance verbs which are represented by the stance verb *show, expect, and predict* in academic writing, especially thesis writing of English pedagogy, linguistics, and literature showcase several features of: projecting facts, author’s attitude, and less predictive. Projecting facts reflects the author’s confidence in conveying more factual data and statement; thus evoke the reader’s trust towards the study. Projecting author’s attitude, which is represented by passive stance verb *expect*, reflects the indirectness and quite “irresponsible” for providing unclear information. This is due to the majority of the non-agentive passive found in *expect* occurrences. Deemphasizing and deleting important agent becomes less appropriate attitude since acknowledging people for their expectation, reaction, and opinion toward the study are deemed important. Moreover, it is typical of Indonesian writing since producing passive voice construction in correct context is relatively problematic for non-native English writer. Academic writing specifically thesis writing should not project any prediction that resembles uncertainty of the author, for it contovers the feature of presenting factuality. Future activities are rarely employed by the author to create diplomatic, defensive, and cautious stance (Swales, 1990).

V. CONCLUSION

The higher frequency of active voice construction (64.8%) than the passive voice construction (35.2%) shows that in a determination to explain, prove facts or information, define the truth and existence of something, active voice construction becomes a fruitful device. Active voice construction creates directness impression to the reader, and it helps the reader to follow the author’s thought. While passive voice construction is fruitful to project process, methods, and giving instructions, both constructions become productive devices in academic writing, as long as they are not overgeneralized in every section of the academic writing. The dominant usage of active voice construction becomes an indicator that Indonesian authors’ writing style has become more English native writer alike. Therefore, it shows that Indonesian authors are determined to improve their position in international discourse community. Several weaknesses of Indonesian author may still exist; however, this should be encouragement for instructors to guide EFL students to become better authors. Hence, it supports the improvement of Indonesian author’s position internationally.

The order of the eight stance verbs in active and passive voice constructions indicate the features of academic writing by their different semantic classes. It appears that the order of the stance verb *show and suggest* dominates the active and passive voice construction. The passive stance verb is dominated by stance verb *expect*, and the least frequent stance verb is *predict*. Therefore, the frequent order of the stance verbs shows that the objectives of academic writing, especially thesis writing, are projecting facts, showing author’s communication strategy, and projecting the attitude of the author, as well as other people’s, toward his/her study in general.
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